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Chapter 2 – Basic Operations  

Lesson D | More Conditional Statements | 5 Minutes 

Chapter Goals  
In this Lesson, you will: 

• Create a conditional statement using the Case and IF functions 

• Add values between two columns 

Lesson Instructions 
 

YOUR GOAL: Convert the frequency descriptions for the Spring season to integer values. 

1. Create a conditional statement 

How can you create a column that contains the number of 
times each market occurs? 

The Spring_Freq_A column describes the frequency of 
each spring market. You want to use the data in this 
column to derive a new column containing numerical 
values. 

You can use predictive interaction to generate the basic 
format of the If function, and then modify the suggestion 
to meet your specific needs.  The if function allows you to 
build if/then/else conditional logic within your transforms. 

Select one of the bars in the column histogram for the 
Spring_Freq_A column. This will generate a conditional 
statement based on the value represented by the column 
that you selected. Choose the suggestion card that says 
to Create a new column from Spring_Freq_A, which uses 
a Derive transform, and click Edit. The default formula will 
be: 
Spring_Frq_A == 'WEEKLY'  

Examine the preview generated by this transform. You 
can see that the new column created by the derive 
transform evaluates the conditional statement shown in 
the formula box and records either “true” or “false” for 
each row.  The suggested derive statement shows you the 
correct syntax for the conditional statements that need to 
be evaluated.   
 
We want to add an If function to this formula to specify a 
conditional statement that satisfies the following 
conditions: 

1. If the value in the Spring_Freq _A column is 
WEEKLY, enter the numeric value 4 in the new 
column. 

2. If the value in the Spring_Freq_A column is 
EVERY OTHER WEEK, enter the numeric value 2 
in the new column. 

derive value: 
if(Spring_Freq_A == 
'Weekly', 4, 
if(Spring_Freq_A == 'Every 
Other Week', 2, 
if(Spring_Freq_A == 'First 
Of Month', 1, 0))) as: 
'Spring_Occur_A' 
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3. If the value in the Spring_Freq_A column is 
FIRST OF MONTH, enter the numeric value 1 in 
the new column. 

4. If none of the above criteria is met, return the 
numeric value of 0 in the new column. 

 
In the Formula box remove the current formula.  Either 
type in the If function into the box or navigate to find it 
through the function browser.  In the pop up box, Trifacta 
provides you with a guide and examples of the correct 
syntax to build an If formula. 
 
The syntax for an If function is as follows: 
 
If(Logical Expression, ‘Value if true’, ‘Value if False’) 
 
Since we have three conditions we need to satisfy, how 
can we implement multiple If functions?  Do you 
remember the nested merge function we did earlier?  We 
are going to use a similar method here. 
 
The following example shows how to chain multiple If 
functions together: 
 
If(Logical Expression, ‘Value if true’, If(Logical Expression, 

‘Value if true’, If(Logical Expression, ‘Value if true’, 
‘Value if False’))) 

 
In this example, we are assuming that a month has 
exactly four weeks.  Create the If statement to fulfill the 
three conditions we specified.  
 

Give the new column the name Spring_Occur_A. 
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3. Create a Spring_Occur_B using the Case Function 

This time, instead of using nested IF functions, we’ll use 
the Case function. The syntax for the Case function is as 
follows: 

CASE([test1, ‘result1’, test2, 
‘result2’,…,testn, resultn, 
else(optional)]) 

In the context of the Spring_Freq_B column, we’re going 
to have one of our test parameters be the values in the 
Spring_Freq_B column, and our result parameters to be 
the numbers we created in the IF functions above. In the 
last value of the Case array, you don't need a test 
condition as it can be used as a value if all other case 
tests are not met. 

The new column that you derive should be named 
Spring_Occur_B.   

 

derive value: 
case([Spring_Freq_B == 
'Weekly', 4, Spring_Freq_B 
== 'Every Other Week', 2, 
Spring_Freq_B == 'First Of 
Month', 1, 0]) as: 
'Spring_Occur_B' 

4. Estimate how many times the spring market occurs 
each month 

How do you create a column that contains the total 
number of occurrences for each market?  We can use 
math as part of the Derive transform. 

This time, we’ll create a step from scratch. Click on the 
Plus sign in the bottom right to initiate a step. Locate the 
Derive transform. In the Formula box, you can perform 
mathematical functions on multiple columns. Add the 
Spring_Occur_A column to Spring_Occur_B. Name this 
new column Spring_Occur_Total 

Add this step to your recipe.   

derive value: Spring_Occur_A 
+ Spring_Occur_B as: 
'Spring_Occur_Total' 

 

 


